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Investigative Activity:Investigative Activity: Interview with Witness

Involves:Involves: Anthony Thomas Bagley, III (W)

Date of Activity:Date of Activity: 03/05/2021

Activity Location:Activity Location: Incident Location - Interstate 270 Northbound on Big Walnut Creek
Bridge, Columbus, OH 43232, Franklin County

Author:Author: SA Ryan D. Scheiderer, #89

Narrative:Narrative:

On March 05, 2021, at approximately 1938 hours, Ohio Bureau of Criminal Identification and
Investigation (BCI) Special Agent (SA) Ryan Scheiderer interviewed motorist Anthony Bagley III
(Bagley) at the scene of the March 5, 2021, fatal shooting incident between Andrew Teague
(Teague) and members of the Columbus Division of Police (CPD) and Franklin County Sheriff's
Office (FCSO). The contact with Bagley took place on I-270 NB while he remained in his
vehicle (blue or gray Acura bearing Ohio temporary registration M099588). It should be noted
that Bagley's vehicle was struck by a bullet just above the driver's window and photographs
are attached showing that bullet strike. The following is a summation of the contact with
Bagley and additional details can be found in the attached audio recording.

Bagley had just gotten off work and was traveling northbound on I-270. Bagley observed
stopped traffic ahead of him so he pulled over and stopped. Bagley observed an African-
American male, later identified as Teague, carrying a pistol while walking along the concrete
barrier on the east side of the highway. Bagley stated Teague took "cover" beside (passenger's
side) Bagley's vehicle and was using it like a "shield" while he had a "shootout" with
"somebody." Bagley clarified that he saw "police" on scene, but wasn't sure who Teague
was shooting at because he ducked down in his vehicle once the gunshots started. Bagley
was unsure how many shots were fired. When the gunshots ended, Bagley looked out his
vehicle and saw Teague was on the ground. Bagley observed officers doing CPR on Teague.
Bagley made SA Scheiderer aware that his vehicle had been hit by a bullet during the exchange
of gunfire. That bullet was documented and later recovered by SA Chad Holcomb. Bagley didn't
have any additional information.

Attachments:Attachments:
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Attachment # 01:Anthony Bagley Audio Interview 3.05.2021
Attachment # 02:CAH_4732
Attachment # 03:CAH_4733
Attachment # 04:CAH_4776
Attachment # 05:CAH_4779
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